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The editorial staff would like to thank the Lehigh University student body and administration, as 

well as the Bethlehem community, in helping us realize the publication of the Spring 2013 issue of 
Amaranth. Most of all, thank you to our contributors and all students who submitted their work, as 

well as the student editors who were so generous with their time in reviewing and ranking all 
entries.  

 
Editor’s Note:  As Lehigh University’s premier literary magazine, it is our responsibility to 
represent the broad range of sensibilities reflecting the aesthetic, thematic, and intellectual 

experimentation promoted by Lehigh’s English faculty. In these 18 works of poetry and fiction, we 
hope you will be both entertained and moved by the power of imagination and the written word, 
and impressed by the abilities displayed by these up-and-coming writers, whose work I believe we 
should become accustomed to seeing published in the future.  My advice: save this issue, savor the 

entries, and remember and record for posterity all the names of these talented individuals. 
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Amaranth Prize for Poetry, First  Place 

Michael Lloyd 

Butter and Smoke 

 
The sound of gravel 
torqued under 
slow turned rubber 
in the driveway. 
 
Two car doors 
open and shut. 
The front door opens 
and the dogs take off. 
The television goes out. 
The lamp goes on.	  
	  
A pause 

 of footsteps in the foyer. 
I can hear mom and dad hug, 
a holding of breath 
and 

the sigh. 
I think people in love 
have secret dinners. 
	  
I squint to see a sliver, 
impatiently undercover 
on the sofa, 
still as the frost 
on the bird 
that met the kitchen window. 
	  
The free haul up to bed 
and a nose-full of 
butter and smoke 
from a jacket collar. 
	  
A few hours 
shared apart 
with food and wine 
and the warmth of 
the white-noise 
chatter of strangers. 
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A few hours 
paid in full, 
leftover for that wholesome, 
slow withering 
love from before. 
	  
Now I am my father’s age 
and no more. 
The bar is close, 
my legs are long 
and the stool 
is fixed. 
She is neck deep 
in spirits. 
	  
My knees bang 
and creak 
in between pisses 
and cigarettes 
and her eyes dart 
when doors close behind me. 
	  
I can’t feel 
my feet 
but I carry her 
and our leftovers 
home from the neon wild. 
	  
A ding off the door jam, 
without a wince, 
without a squint 
from those rolled-back 
orbs of wet glass. 
	  
Goddamn man 
you’ve got to be 
gentle 
and steady 
and kind. 
	  
The stairs are 
steep 
hard-edged oak. 
How many times 
I’ve lugged myself 
up these rungs, 
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white-knuckled 
at the end 
of my rope, 
let alone 
the two 
of us. 
	  
The bed is kicked to death, 
we sleep in our clothes 
like pieces 
of an old puzzle. 
Worn at the edges 
and forced together 
we abandon 
a bigger picture. 
 
I lift her hand 
to watch it drop 
and whisper love to the 
wind and stereo hum. 
The rooms spins and 
I hold my breath 
to keep pace 
with her 
slow heart. 
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Amaranth Prize for Fiction, First  Place 

Kevin Wenger 

F Words 

“Well there are two F-words,” Ricky said. He poked at things with a sharpened stick while 
they walked. “The first one is fuck that's the first F-word.” 

“I think I've heard that one,” Karl said. “When my mom and dad were watching an R-rated 
movie and I was s'posed to be asleep, I went to the kitchen and listened in. I heard that one.” 

“Your parents won't let you watch R-rated movies?” 

“No dad says not till I'm older.” 

“Wow your dad sounds like a real faggot.” 

“What's a faggot?” 

“I dunno but it's the other F-word.” 

“Don't call my dad that.” Karl tried his best to look mean, but his eleven-year old face 
couldn't pull it off. Ricky laughed. 

“Whatever,” Ricky said. He poked at a leaf with the sharpened stick and dug it into the 
dirt. “Your dad seems pretty cool.” 

Karl stared at his shoes as he walked. He hated block parties. He hated block parties 
because he had to hang out with Ricky and Ricky always said mean things. He was cool sometimes 
but most of the time he said something mean. 

“Want to see my knife?” Ricky asked. 

“Sure.” 

Ricky held out a small swiss army knife in his palm then pulled the blade out. 

“It's really sharp.” Ricky drew it slowly across his finger leaving a tiny red cut. “Here, feel.” 
Karl touched the blade with his finger tip. “Pull it against your finger.” Karl drew the blade slowly 
across his finger and winced. He quickly drew his finger away and tried to hide the look on his 
face. 

“Let's go somewhere else,” Karl said. 

“Where? This place is cool.” Ricky found the rotted remains of a fallen tree and started 
kicking it. 

“How about we go back to the party.” 

“No there's too many adults around. I know, how about do you wanna see a naked lady?” 
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“Where?” 

“It's a bit further in the woods. Come on.” 

“Why don't we just go back?” 

“Stop being a faggot, let's go.” 

Karl followed Ricky down a ravine. The trees sprayed pollen out, covering everything in a 
faint yellow, and Karl's eyes were watering. When they got to the bottom of the ravine, Ricky 
crouched by a big rock and started digging around in the dirt. He pulled out a dirty magazine with 
a smiling lady on the cover that said “Penthouse” in big letters. Ricky thumbed through a few pages 
and put his hand in his pants and started pulling on himself. After a minute or so, he stopped and 
handed the magazine to Karl. 

“Here look.” He pointed to a naked lady on the page. Her legs were spread wide open and 
she had her hands down around her waist. 

“What is that?” Karl asked 

“It's a pussy.” 

“It looks like someone cut her open.” 

“Well it's like a hole. It's where you put your penis.” 

“I don't like this.” Karl threw down the magazine. Ricky quickly picked it up and put it 
back under the rock. 

“Wow, you're such a faggot.” 

“Shut up,” Karl said “You're so mean all the time.” 

“Cuz you're a faggot.” 

Karl turned around and started to follow a stream. Ricky continued to yell behind him. He 
hated Ricky. He hated the neighborhood. Everyone in the neighborhood was an adult and Ricky 
was the only one his age. 

 

Tom Bakey put out his cigarette and reached for another one, but found an empty pack. 
Joe Zosh offered him a Winston. 

“Thanks... So this little shithead is just banging away in his cell all night just screaming. He's 
not even making sense; he's just screaming like some fucking monster is after him or he's got the 
shakes from being off dope, and he just will not shut the fuck UP. And I look at Roddy, the other 
guard and he doesn't know what to do to shut this guy up. So I go over there and I start banging on 
his cell and I'm like hey fuckhead! If you don't cut this shit out i'm gonna get you a new roommate 
and he's gonna make the inside of your asshole as red as a cherry.” 
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“And what did he say?” Hank Briggs asked. 

“Well that shut him the fuck up,” Tom said. 

There was a brief pause, then the four men laughed. Joe Zosh, drunker than any of them, 
laughed first. Joe's laugh was flat and slurred. He sounded like a duck. Dale was pretty sure he had 
had a stroke at some point but never asked because he wasn't sure Joe knew he had a stroke. Tom 
and Hank laughed together. Tom had a big hearty biker laugh, and his barrel chest shook up and 
down as he did. Hank's laugh was the closest to Dale's: lazy. His beer belly rolled and he rubbed 
his neckbeard as his laugh wound down. 

“What about you Dale? Any crazy roofing stories?” 

Dale hadn't really laughed at the last joke, and was looking off at the ladies table where his 
wife sat. The wives were also telling stories. He was just thinking about going over to the keg for 
another beer before Tom asked him. 

“No, not really. It's been pretty normal. It's just been... work.” Dale said. 

“I hear that,” Tom said. 

“Workin hard then?” Joe Zosh asked. 

“Yeah” Dale said. 

“...or hardly working?” Hank leaned forward with a dumb look on his face waiting for the 
laughter. Tom and Joe laughed. Dale smiled. He hated when people told jokes like that. 

“I'm gonna grab another beer,” Dale said. 

“Now I hear that!” Joe Zosh said. The two went over to the keg and Dale wished Joe hadn't 
followed him. Dale watched to make sure the foam didn't run over the edge of his red Solo Cup, 
and he walked past the table of food. Joe was right behind him, beer breath beating on Dale's neck, 
cup running over with foam. 

“Now, Dale, I gotta problem with my roof,” he slurred “I think there's a leak in the attic. 
You think you can fix that?” 

“Yeah, I could probably get up there and take a look.” Dale picked up a deviled egg, 
smelled it, then put it back. 

“I don't exactly have a lot of money, but it's just a leak, it shouldn't be too much trouble it's 
not like the whole damn roof is caving in.” 

“Yeah, ok Joe. I'll take a look maybe later this week.” 

“Alright thanks Dale.” Joe stumbled over back to the table of husbands. Dale looked at the 
spread on the table. The meat was drying out, and most of the fruit salad was gone. He picked up a 
piece of rye bread and scooped out some egg salad. It was runny from sitting in the sun, and as he 
spread it out over the bread he noticed a dead fly. 
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“Look I'm suuh-orrreee,” Ricky said. Karl was standing on the other side of a stream. He 
had quickly crawled across a fallen tree to get away from Ricky and Ricky hadn't followed. Karl 
knew that Ricky was afraid of heights, and wouldn't dare go over. 

“No you're not!” Karl shouted back. 

“Yes I am. Look how about I show you some fireworks?” 

“No, you're probably just gonna throw them at me and laugh.” 

“Oh my god! No I won't! Just come back over!” 

“Why don't you come and get me?” Karl mocked. 

“Because I don't wanna.” 

“No, I know why.” 

“Why?” 

Karl paused and made sure he sounded as mean as possible. The river trickled between 
them. 

“Because you're afraid of heights.” 

“Nuh-uhhh.” 

“Then come over and get me.” 

“Fine.” 

Ricky dropped his pointed stick and started to crawl up the rocks to the fallen tree. As he 
got near the top, he paused to hug the rock, and looked down. He looked scared. 

“Come on... pussy,” Karl said. 

Ricky's face twisted and his lip stuck out. He started to cry and turned his face away from 
Karl so that he wouldn't see. Karl watched him slowly descend and then felt bad. He hated hanging 
out with Ricky, and Ricky probably hated hanging out with him, but they were the only kids their 
age in the neighborhood. Karl slowly climbed the log and crawled over to the other side. 

“I'm sorry,” he muttered while Ricky sat by the stream. “I said I'm sorry.” Ricky looked up, 
and choked his tears into sniffles. 

“You wanna show me the fireworks?” 

“Okay,” Ricky said. He stood up and brushed dirt off his knees, then dug around in his 
pockets and pulled out a small red tube and a Bic lighter. Without fanfare, he lit it and threw it 
into the stream. It floated down till it was about under the log and exploded. 

“Wow, that's the loudest firework I've ever seen,” Karl said. Ricky was still sniffling. 
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“I know.” He said “My dad got them for me. They're called M-80s.” 

“Can I see one?”  

Ricky looked down at his shoes. “Sure.” He picked another one out of his pocket and 
handed Karl the lighter. Karl lit it and held it for a second then threw it. It landed on the other side 
of the river and exploded with an even bigger bang. Rocks scattered. Ricky covered his ears. 

“That was too loud.” Ricky said “I only throw them in the stream. You're only allowed to 
throw them in the stream now.” 

“Ok,” Karl said. 

They walked along, throwing the little red tubes in the stream and watching them explode. 
Ricky's tears were all dried now. He was back to bragging. 

“I've seen Terminator 2 and Rush Hour and Jaws and Freddy Krueger and Jason and my 
dad has this tape in the entertainment center that doesn't have a name but it has two people getting 
naked and doing it.” 

“Doing what?” Karl asked 

“It.” Ricky said. He looked at him like he couldn't believe he didn't know. 

“Ohh, it,” Karl said. 

“And I seen all these karate movies and now I'm taking karate lessons after school and I'm 
learning how to fight karate.” 

“Oh yeah?” 

“Yeah” Ricky spat on the ground. “Want to see a move?” 

“Sure.” 

And Ricky turned around quickly and with the muddy tip of his clunky boots kicked Karl 
right in the spot where they taught him to kick in karate when strangers came near. Karl fell on his 
back on the rocks, and grabbed at his side in pain and screamed. 

Ricky watched for a second, then got nervous. 

“Shhhh. The adults will hear.” 

Karl kept screaming.  

 “Shhhhh.” 

Karl blinked through tears and stared at Ricky who now looked very afraid. 

“Fuck,” Karl yelled. 
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Ricky ran away. Karl felt like he was gonna be sick. He rolled onto the side that wasn't in 
pain and tried to stand up. He saw Ricky run back up the ravine and at the top of his lungs Karl 
screamed, “Fuck!” 

 

“Are you having fun?” Susan asked. 

“Not really. I don't know why we go to these things,” Dale said. 

“Oh come on, it's not that bad. Tom and Joe and Hank are here. Do you want to come 
over to the ladies table for a while?” 

Dale looked back at the men sitting in their chairs drinking and smoking and watching him. 

“No, you know I can't do that.” 

“We'll just stay for another hour, how about that?” Susan held Dale's hand. 

“Ok.” 

Dale went back over to the men's circle. 

“I was just sayin’ how many homos I got at my work. You work with any homos Dale?” 
Hank Briggs asked.  

Dale pretended to not hear the question then said, “Oh, I don't know.” 

“What do you mean you don't know? You can't spot a homo when you see one?” 

Dale looked at him then didn't answer. 

“How's that other job goin’, Dale?” Tom Bakey asked. “The one with computers.” 

“Oh that's going pretty well. It's still just weekends, but the company is looking to hire me 
for full time, so if they do that, I'll probably switch and do roofin’ on the weekends and computers 
during the week.” 

“How much does that pay?” Joe Zosh said from a half-asleep position in his chair. 

“Awww, I shouldn't say.” 

“Oh come on,” Tom said. “We're all good buddies here.” Dale looked at the three of 
them. Dale used to ride with Tom, and drink with Joe back in college. 

“Well it's a 70k starting salary...” 

“Jesus fucking Christ,” Hank Briggs said. “70 fucking K?” His tone was not enthusiastic. 

“Yeah, it's a specialist position and...” 

“Well why don't you just move out of the fucking neighborhood then, huh?” 
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There was a silence in the circle and Joe Zosh burped. 

“I like it here. I want to raise my kids here.” 

“Amen to that,” Tom said and held up his beer. Hank didn't and neither did Dale. Joe 
Zosh, after a few seconds, raised his bottle and quickly downed it, then slumped back in his chair. 

“Fucking A,” Joe said. 

 

“Dad!” Karl yelled. He was limping towards the block party at the top of the court. He saw 
his dad stand up and ran to him. “Dad?” 

“What's wrong, what happened?” Dale asked. 

“Ricky kicked me real hard like real hard. It really hurts.” 

“How did that happen? Where did he kick you?” 

“He was showing me a karate move and kicked me real hard right here.” Karl pointed to 
his kidney. Dale picked up Karl, something he hadn't done in a long time. He walked him over to 
the men's circle and sat him in the empty chair, then spotted Ricky by the table, eating egg salad 
out of a bowl. Dale briskly walked over to him and grabbed his arm. 

“Listen to me!” he shouted. Ricky's face went white. “You don’t touch my son ever again.” 
He was clutching Ricky's wrist when he heard Hank come over behind him. 

“And you don't touch my fucking son ever again,” Hank said.   

Dale turned around, and dropped his mean face. He looked at Hank as a neighbor and 
fellow father. 

“Look, your son kicked my son in the kidney.” Dale pointed to Karl. “Now you can raise 
your son how you want, but I don't want your son using karate moves on my son.” 

“Fuck you. Don't touch my son,” Hank said. All husbands and wives turned to look. Tom 
shook Joe awake and the two walked over behind Dale. 

“Look, all I'm saying is I don't want your son to hurt my son, that's all.” 

“You wanna fight about it?” 

Tom Bakey stuck out his chest and cracked his knuckles. Joe Zosh squinted hard through 
his bloodshot eyes and cracked his empty bottle on the keg, brandishing it. Dale held out an arm 
to hold him back. 

“Look I don't want to fight you. I've said what I had to say. I'm done.” 

“You chicken-shit cocksucker...” 

“Kick his fucking ass, Dale,” Joe said. 
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At the women's table someone said they should call the police. Susan looked at her 
husband and back at the women and said, “Wait, just wait.” 

 

Karl held his hand against where it hurt and he watched his father and Ricky's father stare 
at each other in the eye. Joe Zosh was standing behind Karl's dad with a broken beer bottle, and 
Mr. Bakey looked like he was ready to fight. It was three against one. Ricky was crouching behind 
a chair over at the women's table watching the standoff and looked Karl in the eyes. He looked real 
mad. 

Karl's Dad and Ricky's Dad were standing still for a long time and Karl's Dad was saying 
something but Karl couldn't hear it. Then Karl's Dad turned to look at Joe Zosh and Mr. Bakey 
and he said something and the three of them walked away and Karl's Dad went over to Karl's Mom 
and said something. Ricky was smiling now. Ricky was looking at Karl and smiling. He looked at 
Karl's Dad and then at Karl and he smiled and mouthed the word “faggot.” 

 

“Let's go,” Dale said to Susan. She stood up and took his hand and they started walking 
over to Karl, but then Karl stood up and limped quickly over. He was crying fresh tears. 

“Why did you do that?” Karl screamed. “Why didn't you beat him up?” 

Dale looked at his son, crying, holding his side. He didn't have words. 

“Why didn't you beat him up... for me?” 

Dale started to say something but only said, “I...”  

Tom and Joe and Hank were watching. 

“You're a... faggot,” Karl screamed. He turned and started running home. 

“Karl!” Dale yelled back, but his voice was weak like he was trying to scream in a bad 
dream. 

Dale turned to look at everyone who was watching him. Hank had his arm around Ricky 
now. 

“Yeah, why didn't you?” Hank said through wet teeth.  

Tom came over and put his hand on Dale's shoulder and said: “Don't worry about it Dale. 
You're not a faggot. I know you aren't.” 

Those were the words he said. Dale shrugged off the hand and went to Susan. They went 
looking for Karl. 
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Amaranth Prize for Poetry, Third Prize 

Dominique Brown 

Rind, After an Evening Shower 

When the clouds splinter 
and a few water-logged trees emerge 
in the corn silk thicket 
that is crisp and spry 
and that drape sapwood ringlets 
across a cucumber muddled hillside, 
a rind, with its thick peel unbroken, 
its coat swaddled in dew 
from this morning’s acoustic pour, 
wrinkles beside a ghostly taupe flavored leaf and 
falls through the balmy air 
past bark and spotted sepia branch 
past pine green and pistachio 
onto a bed of 
eager pasture. 
 
Soon the wind, with its breath taut and ripe, will whisk 
paste of butterscotch and vale 
into the boundless and bank, 
will patiently hum holy hymn 
and the moon will idly retire, 
redundant and still nestled beneath the sky. 
And the rind, 
prune and pickled, its fruit bitter and drunk 
will tumble down the pasture, 
the fertile cushion of loam 
and as it falls 
afar rootstock and clay 
it will split gummed navel and peel, 
that run in the candied zest once ridged fleshy and whole. 
 
The rind, dipped in sage, 
will rest in the pasture, and the shrubs— 
the moss, and the mint 
will collect justly its seed. 
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Billy McIntyre 

Monster’s Breath 
 

Cigarette. Cigarette. Cigarette. 

At sixteen, I smoked my first one. I smoked, at seventeen, a steady pack per day. One pack 
became two packs at eighteen. That was how it was, two packs every day, for almost four more 
years, until the week before I turned twenty-two. 

When smokers, the ones who want to quit, ask me how I quit, I have no good answer: no 
catchy rhyme, no clever trick, no magic substitute. I don’t remember how or even exactly why I 
quit when I did. I could make something up, say I used a patch for two weeks and then for two 
weeks after that told myself, “Winners quit quitting.” That answer would be good, but it wouldn’t 
be the truth. I’m willing to help, but I don’t know what to say. Ten, twenty, thirty times I quit – the 
last time, that was the time it stuck. I can think back to that last month. It was December 2011. 

Spot was dying, to start. The first week of the month, Bryan (another dog, my father’s dog), 
had died, his fur a petrified white, but he had already outlived his size and his breed. It was Spot 
that was the tragedy. 

Barely twelve, his breathing was gravel, rough in the cold, hard in the morning. He didn’t 
die in the winter, but he didn’t chase the blue jays that summer when they came back. His whole 
adult life, his leg muscles had been rock-solid from sprinting in circles around his yard. Now they 
turned soft and shaky, his gait wide and halting. 

The veterinarian thought it was pneumonia, until it didn’t go away. Then he thought it was 
congestive heart failure, which it probably was. Spot died young, but he died slow. Dying for him 
was a series of things he couldn’t do: couldn’t jump into the car, couldn’t make it up the stairs, 
couldn’t climb onto the couch. 

Spot’s breathing scared me; it reminded me of my own. He would have his morning piss, 
come in and sprawl out on the floor, his ribs trying to break out of his chest. I would wake up with 
the itch, pass him on my way outside, come inside and spit out a gob of my lungs in the shower or 
the sink. Feed him, feed myself: head outside again. Here was Spot, a sheep dog who never 
learned how to herd sheep, dying of old age before he got old, and here was I, having seen the 
black lung in formaldehyde, read the surgeon’s warnings, heard the robotic man talking through 
his neck, killing myself for my morning piss in the brush. If Spot could have caught his breath long 
enough, he would have stood on his hind legs and cuffed me right in the mouth. He would have 
been right to do it, too. 

It wasn’t the bloody spit that made me stop smoking, and I didn’t get the joke about Spot’s 
breathing until after he was gone. 

On the Friday Bryan (that other dog) died, my brother Robert made the hundred-and-
thirty-mile drive down from Long Island, as he did whenever something bad happened, like 
Mom’s breast cancer or like my car crash. He brought with him his wife, my sister-in-law, Hannah, 
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and his twin daughters, my twin nieces, Constance and Melody. It was good to see my nieces, good 
to see anyone, good to see them especially. 

When they walked through the door, Robert told Constance and Melody, “Give Uncle 
Billy a hug.” They did, and they would have anyway: they always do. Still, out of habit, he always 
tells them that: “Give Uncle Billy a hug.” When he sees Spot, he says, “Move,” what he says to 
every dog. 

That’s how Robert is, finding a habit and sticking with it. Maybe that’s how I am too. I’ve 
heard that what you see most in other people is yourself. I have my habits, and Robert has his. 

For years, he and I (and our little sister too—don’t tell Mom) had a shared habit. When he 
visited to help bury Bryan (that other dog), it was three weeks before Christmas, three weeks 
before I’d see him again, the best time of year to share our particular habit, because the thick cold 
of the air stiffens your throat. He didn’t believe it when I turned him down; I didn’t believe myself 
yet, not fully. He stayed the weekend, and on Sunday as I watched him pack, he said, “I’m quitting 
too.” What could I say: to encourage him, not to patronize him, to commiserate, not to bum him 
out, all at once and at the same time? “That’s good.” Robert was fourteen when he started, and he 
was fifteen when I was born: this habit of his was older than I was. 

He would quit, not that month, but seven months later. I watched him put out his last one. 

It was sometime between this visit and the next visit that Orange had his (last) day in court. 
It was the day of his sentencing. About a dozen family members (not Orange’s family) cried, and 
that was a bad omen: five to seven years of bad omens, it turned out. 

Orange wasn’t a killer. He was a hard drinker, and he was a spiteful bastard. He wasn’t a 
killer though. But now, on paper he was: to the state of Pennsylvania and to the rest of everybody, 
to anybody who punched his name into the Internet. 

He’d gotten drunk and a couple of other sorts of intoxicated, and his pick-up crossed a 
solid yellow, hitting a motorcycle going the other direction, smashing the machine to scrap, killing 
its rider. The rider was a business-owner, a family-man, a war-veteran. Orange was still blacked out 
when they handcuffed him, and his license was invalid, suspended from another D.U.I. It was only 
the illegal opiates that the autopsy turned up in the dead man’s blood that kept Orange’s sentence 
in single digits. 

Orange and I graduated from high schools within walking-distance from each other, a few 
years apart. We met working as ushers (janitors) at a movie theater. My brand was Camel, and his 
was Marlboro: convenient impediment to one leeching off the other during double shifts. Every 
usher took a break (or two or three) every hour: to go fishing, outside, in the back, on the dock. 
On top of these breaks, Orange and I took extra, propping open the side doors with our brooms. 
There was nobody to tell us not to, because two of the four managers (the most senior managers) 
lived with Orange. Orange and I got along very well. 

He had no car then, and I think I know why now. 

It had been close to a month since my last one when Robert, Hannah, Constance, and 
Melody came back, this time for the entire week of Christmas. My clothes, even my coats, had 
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gone through the wash and come out clean on the other side, and the upholstery in my car didn’t 
feel and taste and smell so stale anymore. I was going for a run every other day, and I was losing 
the cough I’d had since high school. 

The first night, a few nights before Christmas, Robert and I stood in my parents’ driveway, 
waiting for my sister to get home from work, and he told me about a problem Constance had been 
having: she threw up whenever she was around heavily-perfumed women. It was something about 
her nose. Maybe it went all the way back to her being the first twin out of the womb. Maybe it was 
a growing pain. 

Constance would wake up screaming and crying. She’d say she had a dream about a 
monster, and that when she woke up, she could still smell that monster’s breath. She didn’t know 
the reek of a monster’s breath from the reek of a burning butt. Robert, a veteran, like the nail in 
Orange’s coffin, told me what he told her, what kept her asleep, “There are no monsters around 
here, because your daddy’s a marine.” 

It took Robert and Hannah a lot of time, a lot of money, and a lot of test-tubes to have 
Constance and Melody. It was crushing, all they got while they were trying: the four-bedroom 
house, the rescue puppy, the swing-set (that was the worst – that swing-set). Robert’s tended to spoil 
his girls in their first four years of life, and he won’t let up over the next fourteen or twenty, I know. 
Buying gifts for them is tough; they have all the toys they want. I stick with DVDs, because there 
are enough of them that I’m bound to find something new, old enough to be new. This year, 
Pinocchio for Christmas and Clifford for their birthday. That Christmas, it was The Magic School 
Bus. 

My sister and I gave Constance and Melody their gifts on Christmas Eve, because Robert 
and our mother gave them so much on Christmas Day. I don’t remember what my sister gave 
them, but I remember how they reacted. They said, maybe in unison, “Thank you, Aunt Mary!” 
and hugged her, and then they each, Melody first and then Constance, kissed her on the cheek. I 
realized something. Robert said, “Now Uncle Billy’s.” They opened the gift, excited as two kids 
can be about a cartoon they’ve never heard of. They thanked me and hugged me, and then they 
each, Melody first and then Constance, kissed me on the cheek. It was the first time they’d ever 
done that, ever kissed me. My clothes were clean, and so was I: no monster’s breath. I knew it, 
they knew it. I knew also for certain that I had quit quitting. 

I got my second wind. Why waste it sucking down those sweet, rewarding sticks? Why give 
it up to a chill and a tingle and a five-minute pause? I’m twenty-three. At twenty-one, I smoked my 
last cigarette. 
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Amaranth Prize for Poetry, Second Place 

James Finley 

f irewood 

The shadows on the tree run like rivulets 
through deltas of knobby skin 
that once shielded the white wood 
from the blunt and hungering wind. 
 
Down by the dirt the bark divides 
into roots lovingly entwined, tangled, 
tumbling, while the tree sap courses, 
feeding the sapling heart that grows in spite 
of the splitting wedge. In the moss 
that clings to the tree two red ants 
grasp and slip against 
each other, hair twining and sprouting 
from the female’s back, brushing 
against blossomed armor, while their lichen 
world clutches its splintering 
titan. On the ground 
leaves crackle: the dark is moving. 
 
A man in the midst of his hacking 
pauses, his axe falling to tap 
at his heel, his calloused hand 
quivering to a stop. Through a night 
clenched in black branches 
he sees the moon burning, white 
as a hometown star, 
and he sighs with satisfaction, pushing 
from his mind the knowledge 
that the light is the pale reflection 
of a fallen sun. 
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Michael Lloyd 

Dog Without a Master 

For want of waste and wasted wants amok 
my mind is torn, my teeth are ground to dust, 
and here affixed to canine lobes of gray, 
a thought, a jolt, as I lead me astray. 
 
A mutt in summer grain beside the swamp, 
I nip and tick the air at those who haunt 
and drain the blood, their whine against my ear. 
I dust up clay and ride the cloud in fear. 
 
Away! Away! There’s too much in these woods 
for man's lost friend to be just as he should. 
A hint of rolling metal's octane breath, 
rot possum belly yellowed after death. 
 
Through blaring walls of light and up the hill, 
a reckless hound, I leap to shoot the thrill 
above the tree-line, sparse with moss and stone. 
A pack of wolves takes note that I'm alone. 
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Amaranth Prize for Fiction, Second Place 

Kylie Gray 

This Old Place 

Lex presses her head against her seat and trains her eyes on the window, what she can still 
see in the last minutes of light.  It’s been eight hours since she left the bus station in Ithaca and 
there are finally hills, places that she can’t name but feel somehow familiar. 

The cab turns off of the highway and almost skids into the guardrail when the driver 
overestimates the turn.  The interior is thickly padded and musky, heavy with the scent of an older 
woman’s perfume and the rub of bodies in the warming weather.  She picked it up in the city after 
the bus dumped her on a busy, dirty street with a rolling duffel bag and enough clothes to last her a 
few days without washing. 

The streets get longer and narrower, and suddenly there are cars whipping by on two-lane 
roads and patches of open land which don’t seem to be used for anything; they’re close now, and 
her stomach flutters with nerves.  Lex fishes out the last of her cash supply and gets ready to throw 
it over the seat.  She has just enough to pay the toll, which levels out at $46.85 as the cab pulls up 
to the white clapboard house.  Her surroundings are bare and silent as she cuts through the grass 
and lets herself in through the front door. 

“Mom?”  Lex drops her duffel bag in a corner and glances around for signs of life.  The 
kitchen faucet is dripping but there are no dishes in the sink. 

“That you, Lex?” 

Lex hears her mother’s lumbered pace in the groans of the house as she makes her way 
down the stairs.  Charlotte appears from behind a corner and immediately pulls her daughter into 
her soft body, rocking her from side to side.  “There’s my baby girl!” she hoots into her ear.  
“Home again!” 

Mid-hug, Charlotte quits the rocking and clamps a fist around a lock of her daughter’s hair; 
it’s been dyed three times since they were last together and crunches in her hand.  Charlotte pulls 
Lex away to an arm’s distance and gets a good look at her for the first time in months.  Lex’s hair, 
which was once a long silky brunette, is now a grown-out blonde and sticks out wildly around her 
ears.  Charlotte counts two new piercings in addition to the two revealed at Christmas, another 
cartilage and a small bright stone above her upper lip.  Lex’s eyes are rimmed in thick black and 
droop with fatigue, willful of her mother’s inspection. 

“Oh, my Lord,” Charlotte says quietly.  She runs a hesitant finger over the edge of Lex’s 
ear, running down the four hoops and studs and the big black circle at the bottom.  She takes a 
seat at the breakfast table and presses her folded knuckles over her mouth.  “You know I love you, 
kid, but I was not expecting this.” 

“Oh, come on, it’s not that bad.” 

Tears fill Charlotte’s eyes as she takes another look at her daughter before glancing away.  
“I just wasn’t expecting this,” she says in a high, unsteady voice. 
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Lex sighs and just stands there for a moment before taking a seat across from her mother.  
She expected this reaction, but that doesn’t make it any more pleasant.  “It’s not like I’m a 
different person.” 

Charlotte shoots her a heavy look of disbelief. 

“Okay, whatever,” Lex says, grabbing her bag and heading toward the stairs. 

“Hey, I still want to talk to you, Miss.” 

Lex doesn’t pause on her way toward the stairs.  “I just want to unpack, Mom.  I’ll talk to 
you after.” 

 

Charlotte wipes down the sink, and then the counters.  She sweeps the kitchen floor with a 
yellow broom and actually takes the time to gather the dust in a dustbin, instead of just pushing it 
toward the door.  She runs a damp cloth over a lamp and wonders if Lex noticed that the other 
one is missing.  Or if not the lamp, then maybe the extra television, or her dad’s favorite armchair 
in the living room.  She will notice soon, if she hasn’t already.  To Charlotte, at least, the house 
feels half-empty. 

Lex didn’t say much when she and Jim sat her down in the fall and told her that they were 
getting a divorce.  Lex said that she had seen it coming, but that was a lie because no one had seen 
it coming.  Certainly not Charlotte, and it was her marriage after all.  Twenty-two years and then 
done, just like that.  He had been distant for a while, and finally she confronted him and stuck her 
finger in his face and demanded to know if he was having an affair.  He wasn’t, but he may as well 
have been.  And with all the pomp and play of an indignant housewife with which she had 
approached him, it only took a few words from him to silence her, to make her see that her 
marriage was already over before it had begun. 

And now Lex was becoming a stranger in her daughter’s guise, someone who looks like 
one of those kids she sees hanging out behind the supermarket.  She wishes she could blame it on 
the divorce, but the change in Lex had started as soon as she had left for college that August.  
Charlotte collapses onto the couch and rubs the tears from her eyes.  At least she still has the 
house.  She had fought for it—this clean, empty house. 

Charlotte calls out of work the next morning and makes a big breakfast, like she used to on 
Sunday mornings after church.  It means that Mrs. Grady at the home will have to do without her 
for the day, but Charlotte hopes that she will understand.  She herself is a mother, after all.  
Charlotte doesn’t eat much but makes too much food for Lex, who nibbles at a slice of bacon as 
she downs a mug of coffee. 

“Have you lost weight?  You look skinny.”  Charlotte promised herself not to bring up her 
daughter’s appearance again, for now, but it slips out. 

“Not really,” Lex says between rabbit bites.  “I think I’m going to go see Cody after this.” 

“Cody, huh?”  Charlotte leans over the kitchen chair, feeling playful. “So he’s still 
around?” 
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“What are you talking about?  He’s my best friend.  Just because I haven’t talked to him 
much lately doesn’t mean he’s not around.” 

Charlotte sees by the irritation on Lex’s face that she has been taken too seriously.  She 
steps away, going back to load the dishwasher.  “Well, then.  Tell Mrs. Sheean that I said hello.” 

 

Cody is one foot out of the barn when he sees Lex ambling toward him from across the 
field.  He’s just finished forking thick tufts of dirty hay into the horse stalls and his cheeks are pink 
and sticky with sweat and dust.  He watches her trip over matted patches of weeds and potholes in 
the grass, childlike in her clumsiness.  She’s wearing that powder blue prom dress again, he can see 
it, the one which hung limply on her body and which he secretly adored despite having had to 
match the color in his tie.  His palms begin to sweat and he decides to wait for her inside, taking a 
brush to his favorite horse and drawing circular paths in its glossy coat. 

Cody hears her step across the threshold, lead footed as ever, but doesn’t turn around until 
she says, “Hey.” 

“That has to be Lexi,” he says, turning. 

They stand a few feet apart, just eyeing each other for a moment, almost shy.  She had only 
been home for a few days over winter break, so they have barely seen each other since the 
summer.  He takes a few steps toward her and they meet in a tentative embrace, one which has all 
the familiarity of past years and the distance of the one they were apart. 

“It’s me,” she says, and then teasingly, “Glad to see you remember.” 

Cody pulls away and the first things that he sees are her deep blue eyes, cobalt blue, or 
deep-ocean blue.  He steps away and can see that her face has thinned out; she looks tiny and 
shrunken and her skin has a yellow hue that wasn’t there before.  Little else is the same but her 
eyes, her electric blue eyes. 

“I wouldn’t forget you,” he says, his stomach jolting.  “Haven’t heard from you in a while, 
though.  How have you been?” 

“Really great.  College is great.”  Her eyes unfocus for a moment before she blinks back 
into awareness, an absent smile on her face.  “Yeah, college is great.  How’s it been here?  What 
have I missed?” 

“Not a thing,” he says emphatically.  “We’ve missed you around here…I’ve missed you, 
Lex.” 

She shifts awkwardly, and he wishes he could offer her a seat but there are none.  They are 
forced to stand there and look at each other, and he examines her and realizes how different she 
does look.  Her earrings are made of symbols and he wishes that he knew what they mean, hates 
the fact that he doesn’t know. 

“I’m sorry I haven’t really kept in touch.  Things just got busy, and…” 
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“You don’t have to explain.  I understand.”  This time he smiles. 

“This old place hasn’t changed a bit,” she says, looking around.  There are a few holes in 
the rafters where the elements and the birds come in, but the cement ground is cold and smooth 
and the room is wide.  She leans her back flat against the wall, her face ashen in shadow. 

“Some things never change, I guess.”  Cody thinks of that time last year when they were 
hanging out by the barn and he pushed her up against the peeling white wall.  He didn’t wait for 
her reaction, just kissed her.  She kissed back.  “I heard about your parents.” 

“Oh, right.  My mom wanted me to tell your mom hello.” 

Cody looks at her, wide-eyed, studying, and Lex forces a smile.  She fishes a yellow 
package of American Spirits and a cheap plastic lighter from her messenger bag slung over one 
shoulder.  She presses one of the long white cylinders between her lips and lights it expertly, for a 
moment filling the room with its muted light. 

“You smoke now?” Cody asks.  He imagines the smoldering butt winding in a pile of dry 
hay and burning the barn to the ground, horses and all. 

“I know, I know, it’s bad for me.”  She takes a long draw and smiles before letting the 
smoke escape from her mouth.  “Mom’s already given me that whole spiel.” 

“She has, has she?” 

“Yeah, well, you know my mom.  She found them while she was unpacking my suitcase.  
She was crying and all of that.  Listen, I can’t really stay long.  I should probably get going, 
actually.” 

“Oh, of course.  That’s fine.” 

“We’ll hang out soon, though.  I’ll definitely see you before I go back to school.” 

“Okay.  Great.”  Cody stands there helplessly and she studies him, an unhappy expression 
on her face.  She pulls him into a hug, squeezing him tightly around his strong shoulders, saying, 
“And, I missed you too.” 

She gives a little wave as she walks away, and at the last moment before she turns he thinks 
he sees tears in her eyes.  He watches her go, and feels like it’s the only thing he’s ever done. 

 

It takes a while for Lex to feel ready to drive away.  She keeps replaying the conversation 
with Cody in her head, thinking that time hasn’t done enough healing.  It was foolish of her to 
think that things could go back to how they used to be; even if the events of last summer hadn’t 
happened, she wasn’t the same girl that she’d been when she left.  Getting out of small-town 
Cedarville had changed her, and there was no way that Cody was going to understand that. 

She decides to swing by her dad’s house on the way home, hoping to see it without her 
mother knowing.  Except it’s not a house, but a trailer parked on an open lot next to a bunch of 
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other trailers on open lots.  Lex looks around for the one marked “39,” the number scribbled 
down in her mother’s address book, and bangs on the metal door.  When Jim answers he’s 
wearing ratty sweats, and she can hear the TV blaring from just a few feet away.  Surprise flits 
across his face before he recovers and pulls her into his roundish belly. 

“Is that my Lexi?  Hey, kid!  I didn’t know you would be stopping by.” 

“Sorry to just drop by,” she says, her cheeks coloring.  “I was at Cody’s house and figured 
I’d check out your new place.” 

“Alright, we’ll come in.  Nathan here and I were just watching the game, have you met 
Nate?  Here, let me just run and put on something nicer.” 

As Jim rushes back to his room, Lex takes a seat on the couch opposite of Nate, leaving 
space between them for her father.  She guesses that Nate is about her father’s age, but wears it 
better.  He has on a T-shirt and worn-in jeans, just like all of her father’s friends which she has 
met. 

“So how do you know my dad?” she asks, as much to break the silence as anything. 

“We’ve been buddies for a while.  We met doing a construction job in Hacketstown.”  
Nate seems content to sit in silence until Jim reappears.  When he does, Jim is wearing not only a 
shirt a clean button up and, it seems, he’s run a comb through his shaggy hair. 

He takes a seat between Nate and Lex, totally filling up the space, and throws his arm 
around her.  He smiles into her face, his pockmarked skin stretching, before saying, “Have you 
done something different?  With your hair maybe?” 

“Yeah, I dyed my hair.  Mom hates it.” 

“Well, you look great, kid.”  Jim reaches over and ruffles her hair. 

Lex flushes with gratitude, feeling ridiculous as she dabs a tear away from the corner of her 
eye.  He runs her down all the traditional questions, how school is, whether she’s decided on a 
major yet, whether she’s made good friends or met anyone special.  Lex answers every question 
with as much enthusiasm as she can muster, glossing over most of the year and not even touching 
on the sleepless nights, the fistfuls of Adderall and the crescent moon nestled an inch below her 
waistline. 

She says, “How are you doing, though?  Like, with Mom and everything?” 

Jim sighs, almost groaning, and leans back while bringing his can of beer to his lips.  He 
offered Lex one and it sits mostly full by her shoe.  “It’s been hard, kid.  Your mom’s not very 
happy with me right now.  But—everything will work out.  And I still care about her, deeply.” 

“She still cares about you too, I think.” 

“I don’t want you to have to be in the middle of this.” 

“I’m not.  I just want you to be happy,” Lex says, getting teary-eyed again. 
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“I’m happy,” he says, their eyes meeting. 

She feels awkward with her dad’s friend there, so after a while they just settle in and watch 
the game.  She doesn’t know the rules of basketball, and she doesn’t listen when her father tries to 
explain them to her, but there’s something nice about just sitting there next to him. 

After a while she gets up to use the bathroom and takes the opportunity to further survey 
the trailer.  It’s small but still feels empty, which strikes her as incredibly sad.  The kitchen lacks 
every appliance except a microwave, and a there is a lamp sitting on the ground in the corner.  The 
bathroom is equally sparse, but at least there is toilet paper on the roll and a hand towel on the 
hook.  As she washes her hands, she studies herself in the small mirror cabinet.  Lex remembers 
that girl who they all want her to be, with the clean, pretty smile and the bright, simple clothes.  But 
that girl is not her anymore.  She may not be as beautiful as she once was, but Lex looks into the 
mirror and knows that it is herself looking back, reflective of all of the pains and trials and learning 
of the past year at college.  Only her father seems willing to accept that, her father and herself. 

When she comes out, the two men are sitting silently, either completely focused on the 
game or completely unfocused on everything. 

“Hey, Dad.  I think I’m going to get going,” Lex says. 

“Well, alright then!  I’m glad you stopped by.”  He pulls her into a rough hug and kisses 
her rumpled hair. 

“Me too, Dad.  I’ll come back soon.  It was nice meeting you,” she adds to Nate, who gives 
a small smile and nods. 

 

Charlotte is pouring over bills on the kitchen table when she hears a quiet knock at the 
front door.  Cody stands there in his muddy boots, looking a little older than the last time she saw 
him but still wearing those same old clothes.  His eyes are wide and panicked as he asks if can see 
Lex please, ma’am.  Charlotte shifts her weight against the doorframe and looks hard at him for a 
moment before answering. 

“I would say yes, but Lex told me she would be with you.” 

“She was with me.  But she left and I needed to…tell her something.” 

“She must be with her daddy.  Come on in, Cody.  You can wait for her here.”  Charlotte 
can tell what kind of state Cody is in, so she puts on a kettle of tea and asks him to help himself to 
anything, anything at all.  “I’m going to give Jim a call and tell Lex to come home.” 

Charlotte shuts herself into her bedroom, her pulse quickening.  Jim could be telling her 
everything right now.  She punches Jim’s new number into the landline which she has refused to 
get rid of and waits impatiently as it rings on and on. 

 

“Tell me you didn’t tell her.” 
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Jim winces, trying to determine whether it’s really his ex-wife on the phone or if he just 
made it up inside his head.  He hasn’t heard her voice in over two weeks and though they are in 
the midst of a divorce, he knows that it will be like their relationship, long and slow.  “Charlotte?” 

“Where is Lex, Jim?  She needs to come home.  Cody is here and he wants to talk to her 
about something important.” 

“First of all, I don’t like you telling me what I can and cannot do with my daughter.  She 
just left and she’s going home.  And what do you mean, ‘tell me you didn’t tell her’?” 

Her voice breaking, Charlotte murmurs, “Oh, God.  You told her.” 

“Told her what?” 

“Damn it Jim, tell me you didn’t tell her who you’re sleeping with!” 

Jim had been sitting on the couch next to Nate, now watching an old black and white 
movie, but he strides into his bedroom.  He is barely able to contain himself before he reaches the 
privacy of its walls.  “I’ve known you for twenty years, Charlotte, and I can tell you that you don’t 
know nothing’ about that,” he hisses. 

“No.  I know too much.  And if I find out that my daughter does too, then you’re in for 
something else.  Let me tell you.” 

“I didn’t tell her, alright?  I didn’t say anything about it.  So you can go blame your issues 
on someone else.  Lex and I had a great time together.” 

There is a pause and some muffled movement before Charlotte answers, “Fine.” 

He leans back onto his squeaky double bed and rubs one hand over his face.  A breath of 
air travels in and out of him before he allows himself to speak, with a little more softness. “You 
know that she’s going to find out anyway, right?  Small town like ours?” 

“She doesn’t want to hear it from you,” Charlotte answers quietly.  “Can you imagine, just 
imagine your Daddy telling you that he’s…” 

She is struggling, so Jim fills the empty air with, “I know.”  He swallows hard.  He doesn’t 
like the word either.  He’s getting worked up but he doesn’t want to hang up, not yet.  “Have you 
been doing alright?” 

“That’s none of your business,” she says, but stays on the line.  It sounds like she’s crying 
and then it’s silent.  He checks his phone to make sure she’s still there. 

Jim clenches his fists, rolls up his eyes, does anything to keep from crying at the sound of 
the woman he loves suffering because of him.  His eyes tear up and he almost wishes she could see 
them, to know that he means it when he says, “I’m so sorry, Charlotte.” 

“Right,” she sniffs.  “You can take your sorry somewhere else.  I have a family to take care 
of.”  The line goes dead. 
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Lex pulls up to the white clapboard house and rushes across the lawn.  She wants to tell her 
mom that she’s sorry, that her mom didn’t deserve it, didn’t deserve any of it.  That the last thing 
Lex wants is to be another burden on her.  She is thinking of how to say it as she walks through her 
front door and sees Cody sitting on the couch with his hand resting over his mouth.  He jumps up 
immediately. 

“We need to talk,” he says. 

“What’s going on?” 

“Lex, please,” he says, taking her hand.  “Just listen, just for a second.  I know that we 
talked about this before but, we need to talk about it again.  Because I can’t do this anymore.” 

“Can’t do what?” she says, though she knows what he is going to say.  She sits down on the 
couch and he follows, the same tortured look echoed in both of their faces. 

“Be friends.” 

“You don’t want to be friends?” 

“I can’t.  Knowing how it could be.” 

“Cody, I told you…” 

“I know, you’re away at school, and it would be hard.  I don’t care, Lex.  I honestly don’t 
care.  I just…don’t want to lose you…again…”  Cody’s voice is small, so much smaller than he 
meant it to be.  His dark eyes lower, and at that moment she remembers the kiss, and prom, their 
long talks, him on that last sweltering day in August before she left for college, watching her drive 
away. 

“I’m sorry, but it’s not just that.  I don’t, I can’t be like that, with you.” She looks away, 
unable to meet his gaze. 

“You can’t?” 

“So much has changed.  I don’t expect you to understand.” 

His breath thunders in and out of him as he digests what she’s saying.  “Is that what this is 
all about?” Cody’s voice takes on a steely tone.  “The hair, the clothes…I know you don’t want to 
be a Virginia girl, Lex, but that’s what you are.” 

“I think I would know better than you,” Lex says softly. 

“I don’t even know what’s happened to you.  Is this because of your dad?  You want to be 
just like him, don’t you?” 

“Why would this have anything to do with him?” she says, her voice louder. 

He rolls his eyes, his lips pursed.  “Oh, come on, Lex.  Let’s be honest.  Your dad comes 
out of the damn closet and then this happens?” 
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“That’s enough, Cody.”  Charlotte is staring him down from the hallway, her shoulders so 
far back they nearly touch.  “You can leave now.” 

He looks shocked, but stiffly rises from the couch.  He has no choice.  “Yes, ma’am,” he 
says formally. His eyes meet Lex’s, soft and sad, but she turns away. 

Charlotte takes his place on the couch as Cody lets himself out, and wraps her arms around 
her daughter.  Her hands run through Lex’s coarse yellow strands of hair, smoothing them behind 
her ear.  She says, “I wanted to protect you.” 

Lex breathes in the scent of her mother and lets herself be held.  “I know, Mom.  I already 
knew, somehow.  I’m…I’m really sorry.”  She feels her mother start to cry, and holds her tighter.  
“Hey, we can do this, right?  Right, Mom?” 
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Kevin Wenger 

Joking Moon 

Beneath the gaze of a full bright 
moon glowing a rare blue, 
two youths hum familiar tunes 
into each other's mouth, 
exchanging their warm wind 
in a swim of cold clay. 
They bury themselves in a pore 
of patchy ball field dirt. 
Dry grass itches and creeps. 
The old rock jokes, “rest in peace.” 
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Interview: Marjorie Hudson 

Marjorie Hudson, author of Accidental Birds of the Carolinas, visited campus this March to 
conduct a reading and speak to promising writers on the campus.  Her work has appeared in 

numerous magazines, including Story, Storytelling Magazine, West Branch, and North Carolina 
Literary Review.  She has received an Honorable Mention for the PEN/Hemingway Award for 
Distinguished First Fiction, has been a Novello Literary Award Finalist, and is a recipient of the 
2012 North Carolina Arts Council Fellowship.  She currently teaches at workshops across the 

country, the Central Carolina Community College Creative Writing Program, and, through her 
independent workshopping project, Kitchen Table Workshops.  She was kind enough to answer 

the following questions for us after her reading and via e-mail.   

Interview conducted by Kurt Hoberg. 

 Amaranth: The big question for a lot of young writers is how to get started on the literary 
scene. Your advice to Stephanie Watts’ Advanced Fiction class was to “spy on the business.” 
Undoubtedly good advice to understand publishing protocol and timelines. But what about 
breaking in, digitally, to the scene? Should new writers be concerned about having websites and 
Twitter accounts?  

 Marjorie Hudson: I think once a writer has a sense of what she or he wants to do with 
writing—stories, poems, memoir, creative nonfiction, has made some headway with completing 
work, and has something to offer to the writing community, a website or Twitter account can be an 
organic part of that—it can both connect you to others and give you a practice that gives you a bit of 
an identity as a writer. We tend to publish in obscure literary journals, and it’s good to be able to 
let contacts know your news, read your pieces through web links. That said, I think you absolutely 
must start with the work. If you find yourself not having time to write, you’re off balance and doing 
too much social media about writing. The writing is the main thing. One way to break into the web 
publishing scene is to “spy on” websites and blogs, reading, commenting, and offering your own 
educated thoughts. And of course, if you’re about to publish a book, make sure you’re 
comfortable with internet connection tools long before the book comes out.  

 Amaranth: Since you’ve had so much experience in the publishing industry, what is your 
opinion about what some call “the bubble” of self-published e-books? Is it anything you would 
consider for your own writing? 

 Marjorie Hudson: Absolutely I’ve considered it. But only as part of a larger strategy. For 
example, I’m about to publish a single e-story from my collection as a kind of promotion of the 
collection. The key, I think, is something new writers forget: your book has to be excellent, fresh, 
and error-free before people really want to read it, and then only half the work is done. The rest is 
promo. Only a really experienced editor will know if your work passes muster, or will know how to 
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help shape it to perfection. That’s a step that’s missing with most self-publishing. Also, with self-
publishing, you are not likely to get reviews or sales through any of the large, grinding gears of the 
literary promotional world. They have their way of doing things, and so far it does not include e-
books that are self-published. There are exceptions, but mostly from writers who are already well-
connected to a large fan base. That said, I think new media are going to continue to shake things 
up, and new writers will forge some new pathways.  

 Amaranth: A little about your work: you use the language, atmosphere, fauna and flora of 
North Carolina as the pastel for stories. It seems so natural. Is coming up with this setting and 
backing for your stories that easy once you’ve found your inspiration? 

 Marjorie Hudson: It is easy. Because I live in the country, even amidst deadlines and work 
schedules and chores, I easily fall into a kind of rapture about the world I live in.  I think of it as a 
gift that my rural home has given me and still gives me every day.   

 Amaranth: What scenes or moments do you find most difficult to write? 

 Marjorie Hudson: The hard part for me is plotting. The first story I published in this 
collection, “Home,” was first called “Three Deer Standing in Woods.” It was sort of a still life of a 
metaphor—misty and beautiful like a Bob Timberlake painting—they’re standing still, they 
disappear in mist, they’re like people who come and go, having shared custody of a child.  I was 
lucky to find an editor who loved the writing and encouraged me to find a plot in all that. For a 
while, I called it “Three Deer in Search of a Plot.” What’s become easier is layering—the complex, 
painstaking process of taking what I’ve put on the page in rough form and pulling the threads and 
patterns of metaphor, language, action, and feeling through to the end. That part is hard, but I love 
it.  

 Marjorie Hudson: One more thing – You had an interesting question at the reading about 
how time works in “Rapture” and I don’t think I answered it very well. So I’ve been thinking about 
it....In the collection I wanted to say something about history and back story providing 
understanding or at least asking interesting questions. So I put some stories in backward 
chronology, in order to provoke a deepening, sort of like adding backstory to the previous story.  I 
included a 300-year old story to give a layer of time and depth to the contemporary stories. That’s 
one thing that’s going on with “The Clearing” and “Rapture,” and the “Rapture” story has a 
structure of blocking the difficult, blocking the past, then opening to it, then living with it, as a kind 
of counterpoint for the process of forward motion in the other stories and the interplay between 
knowledge, time, and understanding.  If you read the collection a second time, you’ll have 
backstory or connections for each story that you did not have at first. I enjoyed playing around with 
that. 
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Xandra Yantzi 

identity 

“I don’t see him as black.” 
This combination of words I hear often. 
They are delivered by a speaker who means well, 
But carelessly, he drops them. 
 
If we don’t see a person as they are, 
We begin to lose focus. 
Perspective. 
Our respective assumptions begin to choke us. 
 
For if we cannot accept, 
More. 
Seek to understand, 
More. 
Respect those for the image God beautifully molded, 
how can we love ourselves? 
 
We are men wandering blindfolded. 
 
“I don’t see her as black.” 
Then I must ask, how do you see her? 
Does she slip into the background? 
Disappear? 
Stand in between worlds? 
 
People are not meant to be fractured, split and torn 
Embraced for half of their being, an expression full of scorn 
We are all born with a soul, a spirit reaching to shine 
We are all born unique, yours is different from mine 
We are all born with eyes, meant for the design 
To experience, learn, grow and with time 
 
Accept, seek to understand, respect and love. 
 
“I see you as black.” 
Your beautiful skin 
means more than its dark, strong and striking pigment. 
It is an identity. 
 
If this is difficult to apprehend 
Take a moment, and wonder 
How would it feel if someone told you, 
“I don’t see you as white.”  
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Michael Lloyd 

The Red Death 

Icarus Weaver spent his days and nights in the dark, tip-toing around his family’s 
prominent and isolated estate, seventy miles northwest of North Platte. He’d mapped and plotted 
routes through crawlspaces and imagined jungle gyms in the networks of overhanging beams and 
girders. In his case, boredom and isolation were not to be confused as mutually inclusive. Without 
a clearly defined role or list of responsibilities, he was the appendix of the family, observant and 
aware of the health of the system he was a part of. His idle hours fostered an incandescent 
imagination and inquiries or worldly workings to unnerving degrees of pursuit. That all came to an 
end, the talking and sharing of information, in the years after some lovesick quack bombed a 
corporate office complex in Lincoln, Nebraska. 

The 2029 bomber, Nelson J. Nightingale, or “Booth” as the rest of the world would forever 
know him, intended to annihilate himself, his wife, and her casanova at their workplace with a 
homemade dirty bomb. As the evening news headline Domestic Terrorism: Booth Bombs 
Lincoln scrolled across the television screen, Icarus remembered the wildfire he started the 
previous summer with only his magnifying glass and a rogue gust of wind. He turned to catch the 
tail end of Mr. Witmer’s muffled remark from the corner of the den, “I tell you what, same shit 
different day, one big game of dominoes.” Icarus nodded in endorsement. 

Despite his intentions, Booth’s depleted uranium from Fort Calhoun wasn’t so depleted. 
The overzealous Lincoln Bomb vaporized everything within ten square miles of the corporate 
center, dispersing radioactive fallout across the Midwest. Over the next few weeks, warm prevailing 
winds of the jet stream mixed with the airborne particulate from the explosion and a low-pressure 
Canadian front, twisting into wicked, self-feeding spirals hundreds of miles in diameter. The 
desiccated topsoil of the grain belt, a product of severe drought and mechanized farming, took to 
the air with the aid of unusually high seasonal winds, and just like that, a lover’s quarrel erupted 
and the Second Dust Bowl fell upon the Northern Plains of America. 

After the bomb, Icarus found himself under a familial police state, imprisoned with all the 
discomforts of home, barred from the rapidly decaying outdoors he loved and feared. He was the 
youngest child by seventeen years, a product his father’s stressed transgressions. He was 
infrequently noticed, only to find himself reprimanded for tracking dirt upstairs or poking his head 
out of the attic window. He used his knowledge of the manor and underground tunnels to evade 
creaking floorboards, motion sensors, and stubborn hinges, stealthily navigating the increasingly 
vacant household. With the loss of his family to the Red Death in ‘31, he’d since lived under the 
care and loose supervision of the very literal and stern-jawed Karl Witmer, previously the family’s 
doctor, butler and groundskeeper, current incumbent proprietor, and last known adult male 
surviving in the state of Nebraska. 

Icarus only asked about them once, “Where did everyone go Mr. Witmer?” His voice was 
calm and benign in inquisition. 

“They’ve moved on boy. They are gone.” 
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“I know they are gone, but what happened to their bodies?” Mr. Witmer was a man of few 
words and had none to offer at that moment. 

 

The Weaver property was established seven years ago on the border of Crescent Lake 
National Wildlife Refuge in the year 2027, two years after Icarus’ birth. The once heavily regulated 
land was made available for development through a series of colloquial backroom meetings chock-
full of promises, favors, threats, and sizeable gold transactions. The entire operation found itself 
neatly swept under the guise of the Feudal Energy Program following nationwide blackouts in the 
months following the bomb. The rising hysteria of the first Red Death (TBa) outbreaks of ’29, the 
reported sightings of bleeders in Lincoln in ’31, and the storm’s interference with satellite 
communications distracted locals from examining the finer details of a colluded land contract. 
They just cupped their hands and pleaded for a light source to shine on their encroaching demise 
and the dreadfully familiar faces of the monsters in tow. The Red Death had gobbled all of them 
up by the end of autumn, 1932. 

The Weaver tract of land engulfed the largest continuous sand dune range in North 
America, stillborn from the windblown detritus of an ancient sea. The land, once festooned with 
twenty-one lakes and numerous ponds all fed by a bloated aquifer, stretched on in monochromatic 
banality known as the Red Cloud; the emerald surface waters vanished within the first few weeks of 
the dust storms and with them, the life of the region. 

The Weaver manor was comprised of four lead-lined Victorian fortresses and a two square 
acre greenhouse. The complex was outfitted with modern technologies, bunker-worthy 
reinforcements, and connected by a series of cramped underground tunnels, everything automated 
and powered by the howling winds of the Nebraska plains. Just before the nation’s collapse, the 
family’s vast stocks and landholdings were dissected and arranged like cutlets on a countertop for 
the progeny to pick over. Despite a colorful foray of initial claims to inheritances, the family 
members perished and the market collapsed before finding resolution, and so the lone survivor, 
Karl Witmer, inherited the crumbling empire with straight back and intimate knowledge of the 
machine. 

The portions of land with functional windmills that survived the fallout stood uneasily in 
the vicious winds. They provided plenty of power to the estate but were susceptible to outages 
from the disruptive static charges built by heavier winds. There was no questioning the relentless 
storm or its power of consumption; one could only speculate how much time was left, how long 
until things got worse. Mr. Witmer, taking into account the frequency of the blackouts, the storms 
self-propagating nature, and increases in hoard activity, approximated that he and Master Icarus 
had only another six to eight months left before being overrun or finding themselves without the 
power to use or maintain the facilities. Without clean air and without clean water, they’d be 
damned. 

The two passed their days in separate isolation, Icarus most often exploring the confines of 
the interior, reading Jules Verne and Jack London from the library or playing with the antique 
Etch-a-Sketch he found under the sofa in his father’s den. Mr. Witmer kept worked tirelessly, 
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tending to the greenhouse, maintaining the HVAC system and monitoring the wind-farm’s output. 
He occasionally rode off sporting a gas mask from the Iranian war on his impeccable 1976 Honda 
CB750 to inspect the fields and the perimeter when a subsidence in the winds permitted, a luxury 
far less common these days. He’d spend hours after returning from a long ride, rebuilding the 
carburetor and cleaning the frame to a sterile shine. Despite their varied routines and general lack 
of communication, the two met each evening in the dining room at 7:00 for a three-course dinner 
meticulously prepared by Mr. Witmer. The meal would often conclude without any conversation 
having taken place. 

Icarus’ earliest memories were of the green, painterly grasses blanketing the Northern 
Plains, the salt-tinged winds of the prairies and the weightlessness that accompanied the surreal 
vastness of being outside. Though years had passed, he still thought the sky was so big it meant to 
gobble him up, just as it gobbled up his mother Anne and father Frederick, three sisters Kaye, 
Claire and Mary, Aunt Beatrice and Uncle Philip. He remembered them falling ill one by one. 
One day here, next day gone. Never a goodbye. Suitcases still in their closets. 

On Icarus’ ninth birthday, sitting miles away at the opposite head of sparsely set dinner 
table, Mr. Witmer broke what felt like a month of silence. He didn’t sing a song or wish Icarus 
Happy Birthday, light candles or present a gift. Instead he said, “When honeybees catch a disease, 
they fly as far away from each other as they can in opposite direction before dying alone. They do 
this so that the rest of the hive may live on.” 

His stare beamed across the table into Icarus’ eyes, painfully conveying the intent of his 
words. Witmer’s jaw gritted at the end of the transmission, and his wind-cut skin creased at the 
corners of his mouth. He cleared his throat like the faltering kick-start of a motorbike and dipped 
his head slowly, breaking the gravy dam of his mashed potatoes with his fork. Icarus thought he 
understood the man completely. Witmer thought of the seven unmarked graves behind the 
greenhouse. 

A few months later, the dogs Otis and Muttons would go. Soon after, the screeches and 
caws of the eagles, crows and waterfowl fell silent. The jackrabbits ceased to scurry. The raccoons 
abandoned their mischievous probings. The coyotes no longer haunted dusk’s horizon with their 
mournful calls, and the deer found no roadways where they might skate on their hooves off-kilter, 
headlong into death’s swift embrace; a welcome alternative to the slow mastications of the 
Bleeders, with their dull incisors, shrill and rasping screams, crude ten fingered tearing. Witmer 
had even come across snapping turtle shells picked. All of it: the buildings, the landscape, the sun, 
his family, blotted out in red. 

The morning of his birthday, Icarus dreamt of walking the tractor path beyond the densely 
vegetated meadows, out toward the choppy groves where he’d chew on the minty leaves of wild-
bergamot and comb the earth with his soft outstretched fingers. The bluestem, hairy grama, and 
buffalo grass coated the gentle rolls of the landscape, undulating as they approached shallow waters 
hemmed with cattails and goldenrod. He hadn’t been outside in almost two years. Witmer would 
not allow it. He could not risk it, but still it would happen that night, had to happen. 
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As Mr. Witmer stood to fetch dessert from the pantry he heard a car horn, though faint, 
clearly distinguishable from the monotonous roar of the storm he’d grown so accustomed to. He 
told Icarus to hide and wait for him to inspect what was afoot. Icarus darted to the scaffolds of the 
attic to peer through the window at the face of the house and Witmer grabbed his headlamp and 
rifle from the foyer before marching toward the front door. In an instant he remembered he 
needed the boy just as much as the boy needed him. 

 

Winston and Lily were forty miles away from the refuge when they spotted the first tornado 
at a comfortable distance. They were driving on fumes through a vermillion nightmare in a postal 
truck, the one with the blue eagle decal and red pinstripe. Winston was at the helm, navigating the 
Red Cloud despite ineffective headlights and defying the lateral headwind with a top speed of forty 
miles-per-hour, doing his best to follow what was left of I-80. That smart son of a bitch better be 
there. They’d been on the road since dawn, headed to the last known residence of the reclusive 
infectious disease specialist Dr. Karl Koch Witmer. Dr. Witmer lost his license after nearly a 
dozen of his patients died during clinical trials of the first tuberculosis vaccine in 2011, his wife and 
research partner among the deceased.  Winston had been there and felt the ensuing slander and 
ridicule were heavy-handed. He also knew Witmer was the key to engineering a vaccine. 

Lily sat Indian style in the rear compartment of the postal truck, occasionally catching a 
whiff of diesel from the three empty ten-gallon jugs to her right. She was humming the melody to a 
nursery rhyme that inexplicably crept into her forethought. 

A hunting we will go, a hunting we will go 
Heigh ho, the dairy-o, a hunting we will go! 
A hunting we will go, a hunting we will go, 
We’ll catch a fox and put him in a box, 
And then we’ll let him go! 
 

She sorted through the mail strewn across the rear cab’s floor, letters that would never find 
their target, questions left unanswered, bills never to be paid, love left unrequited.  She’d already 
opened a few packages while circumnavigating the storm earlier via I-64 in southern Kentucky. 
The first contained a bunch of chocolate chip cookies wrapped with a child’s drawing of an empty 
swing-set on a bluebird day; another housed a bottle of cinnamon whiskey and two packages of 
Romeo y Julieta cigars. 

To her left, five all-weather HazMat suits affixed with respirators jostled in sync with the 
road’s uneven surface. She and Winston had grabbed some gear, computers, medical supplies and 
hard drives from the lab before narrowly hitching a ride with the postal truck driver fleeing a nearly 
overrun parking garage outside the Penn Hospital. Lily glanced at the gym bag and pair of spare 
sneakers, the identification card and the face of the man they’d watched effortlessly torn to shreds 
by a pack of bloodthirsty hellions just a few hours ago, forty miles west of St. Louis. She clutched 
the crude drawing too firmly, indelibly creasing the paper, doubting she’d ever outrun the storm 
and see the blue sky again. 
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Andrew Filson, dutiful U.S.P.S. employee of fifteen years, father of none, husband to no 
one, had hit dozens of the Bleeders on his way out of Philadelphia as well as a few civilians. He did 
so with an unexpected level of enthusiasm and gamesmanship considering his demure appearance, 
but it wasn’t ‘til the one he’d really clocked in Missouri doing fifty-five that he dared to get out of 
the vehicle and inspect further. Poor Filson. 

They’d baited him. The Bleeder the vehicle hit was a lure, an attempt to slow them down. 
By the time Filson had walked roughly ten paces from the truck to inspect the corpse a slew of the 
creatures swarmed in from the periphery. He barely had time to scream before his was 
dismembered, his scraps held close and gnawed by the feral monsters. Their cries a chorus of 
bickering carnivores huddled over a kill. Winston leapt from the passenger seat of the idling 
vehicle, threw it in gear, dropped the clutch and punched the accelerator to the floor, plowing 
through Filson’s remains, continuing westward toward some grotesque semblance of hope. 

Within its first two years of breaking ground in ‘26, the Weaver family’s wind-farm covered 
almost ten percent of the fifty thousand acre wildlife refuge. At its peak, the farm supplied power 
to a few hundred thousand people across the panhandle to the center of the state. As Winston and 
Lily anxiously approached the long and winding driveway leading to the Weaver estate, the outline 
of giant windmills, like partially plucked daisies emerged from their sinister backdrop, towering 
over the hordes of men, women, and children wandering the dunes, scattered in the thick red 
squalls. 

The ghoulish creatures hobbled in their strides, their faces so taught with dehydration that 
the features collapsed and contorted like a Munch painting, baring stained teeth down to the root. 
It’s said in the light of a clear day, when you can see more than just the ragged black outline against 
the backdrop of the Cloud, during their telltale shriek akin to a circular saw, they reveal a bloodied 
gullet, glistening like wet jerky while their shriveled sockets hemorrhage streams of violet and red. 
Bleeders. They lumber in circles, driven with the winds of the storm in search of food and water. 

A few hundred yards from the driveway’s loop in front of the main house, Winston spotted 
something in the side view mirror. 

“Twister!”  

Lily sprung to the front passenger seat and thought about fastening her seat belt but 
realized the vehicle was a deathtrap in the making in the path of tornado.  Winston laid on the 
horn as the postal truck roared like a banshee before seizing and firing a piston through the bottom 
of the block. God dammit not now! Before the remaining oil purged from the engine, the puttering 
vessel slowed to a halt, Lily stared at Winston then made a move for the door lever. They’d have 
to make a run for it. 

Winston grabbed her forearm. “No! Put it in neutral and steer towards the front door.” 

“It’s right behind us!” 
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“We can’t lose the gear! I’m going to push!” Before Lily could contest, he’d wrapped his 
shirt around his face and faded into the storm. All she’d heard was something about pushing and 
realized: the gear. The tornado bore down on them with the roar of a locomotive. Lily clutched the 
steering wheel and double checked, triple checked to make sure the transmission was in neutral. 
Still no movement discernible from the rocking winds of the storm. For all she knew they might be 
rolling perfectly toward the door or Winston might be several hundred feet up in the air at the 
mercy of the red winds. She kept the wheel straight. Each moment that passed felt like the last 
she’d have alive. Then a few meters ahead a light shone, a headlamp on a stalky man with a grey 
beard and a rifle aimed at the windshield. 

“Stop or I’ll shoot God Dammit!” Witmer fired three rounds from the .308 semi-
automatic toward the driver side of the vehicle before it came upon him and rolled into a stone 
flower place outside the front door. He peered into the driver side window only to see the steering 
wheel on the opposite side and Lily pale as a ghost, hands clenched with white knuckles. He 
hadn’t seen another person in years and his mind took several greedy moments to process the 
reality of the situation. Meanwhile, Lily was in shock. As Witmer turned around, he saw Winston 
lugging supplies into the house and the menacing shadow of the tornado trailing no more than fifty 
yards away. He grabbed Lily and ushered her toward the door, meeting Winston’s eyes as he 
passed to retrieve the remainder of the equipment. Icarus watched intently from the attic, his eyes 
smiling as he whistled happy birthday to himself. 
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Allie Zamfir 
Beyond the Limit 

Panting as she pounds pavement 
with rubber soles, striding uphill 
with wind-blown hair, asthmatic lungs resent 
this run, yet she continues, 
 
cheeks flushed, eyes closed, fists clenched, 
tilting her body up the incline. 
Cresting the peak, slowing her feet, she halts 
and grabs her tightened chest. 
 
She tumbles to her knees. 
Positioning her spine upright, 
throbbing hands pressed atop her head, fighting 
swollen airways and faintness, 
 
waiting for deeper breaths, 
she wheezes alone. Feeling sharp stabs, 
she studies her dissolving shadow 
as night falls down the road. 
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Amaranth Award for Poetry, Fourth Prize 

Allie Zamfir 

Lakeshore Drive 

Beyond our gate and the windy sky 
the storm had passed. 
Gray clumps of clouds drifted east, 
washed-out grass began to dry 
as the misleading scent of summer rain 
still lingered in the air, 
but the fury of the hurricane was still among us. 
 
Swooshing down the street, meeting with the lake, 
the river took up spaces between the houses. 
Sirens blaring, roads blocked, citizens stranded, 
rescue squads sloshed waist deep in the flooded street, 
only to be halted by the branches and rapids 
that were once Lakeshore Drive. 
 
Six feet of water in our basements; 
above-ground swimming pools turned into rafts; 
stuffed animals, laundry baskets, mailboxes, and shoes 
of anonymous owners float downstream; 
paddle boats once used for pleasure 
now used for rescue. 
 
The windy sky brought no more rain, 
but nosy gawkers who chose to marvel 
in our misfortune. The onlookers from along the bank 
stared, snapping photographs, pointing 
to the homes that stood in water like islands, 
watching the debris float downstream, 
sending pity our way. 
There was nothing they could do but stare. 
There was nothing we could do but wait. 
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Emma Diehl 

This is a Postcard 

The sun had yet to rise when I woke up with the jolt of the bus. Wiping the sleep off my 
eyes, and the crust of drool that had developed on my cheek, I rolled my neck, attempting to get 
the impossible kinks out from an absurdly awkward sleep. I cursed myself for not spending the 
extra pesos for cama instead of semi-cama. Claiming to be a “half bed,” my seat felt like it barely 
reclined an inch. It reminded me of the Coach buses we used at school for trips longer than an 
hour—I never would have imagined sitting on a bus like this for 20 hours. Down below on the 
Double Decker, they had wide bed seats with blankets and God knows what else. 

The damp smell of prepackaged meals and the stale wine on my breath made me 
desperate to know how far we were from Santiago, Chile. While the ticket in my backpack 
estimated travel time to be around 22 hours, I reasoned with the fluidity of time and schedules, it 
could be much more. I stubbornly tried to fall asleep again, but the NyQuil had lifted its drowsy 
veil, and I knew I’d be up the rest of the trip. 

I stared out the window, feeling a deep sense of envy and loneliness. It was no surprise I 
had only slept a few hours; I couldn’t stand my bus mates for dozing as soon as the driver turned 
the lights off. I knew Maggie, snoring obscenely loudly next to me, wouldn’t wake up until we 
reached the customs boarder. I had half of a selfish mind to nudge her awake, to feign a look of 
relief when she realized we were the only two awake on the bus. I let her be and took a swig of 
water and a saltine to cure my rancid breath. 

Inside was dark, with emergency LEDs illuminating the exit. Seats were crowded with 
schoolmates, en route to the festival in Santiago, but there were businessmen, grownups speckled 
throughout the sea of young, North American faces. I suspected this was their most affordable 
means, unlike many of us, taking the double-decker simply for the story. For them, it was of no 
matter what time we arrived—simply that we reached our destination. I checked my watch once an 
hour; they sat stoically on the bus. 

I considered maneuvering my way around my sleeping travel partner to stretch my legs to 
the bathroom but thought better of it. A girl on our program had the same idea as us, unwinding 
with a bottle of wine on the bus to get some sleep. But by “bottle of wine,” I mean “fifth of 
whiskey,” and by “sleeping,” I mean she was periodically stumbling her way down the aisle to defile 
the single lavatory. A shameful red colored my cheeks as I saw us through the eyes of the 
attendants thinking, “Ugly college Americans doing the ‘South America’ thing.” The look of horror 
on the face of the dark lanky attendant when he opened the thin plastic bathroom door.  I chided 
myself for not offering a tip as they came by (somewhat forcefully) with empty cups—a sort of 
panhandling on the bus where you couldn’t escape. I felt in my pocket for extra pesos. 

Outside was a lush darkness, a deep velvety blue sky dotted with bright stars. I’d never 
been so far to the South in my life. It occurred to me then that some of these stars I’d never seen 
before. They were clear, bright, and innumerable, all at once giving me a sense of awe and fear. 
Space is absolutely terrifying to me, and although I’d taken Astronomy the previous semester, I 
hated thinking about the subject. Stars, though pretty to look at, seem dangerous. I always wonder, 
what’s going on up there? (I’d be able to tell you if I paid a second of attention in Astronomy.) Are 
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they even still burning? Stars are like time travel, light-years away. By the time the light reaches 
earth, for all we know the star could’ve already burned out. Looking up at the lights in the sky is 
like looking back in time. 

The bus jerked forward, increasing speed as I felt us pull uphill. With limited map 
knowledge, I realized we must be at the base of the Andes, a name I’d previously only equated to a 
mint chocolate candy. I thought about all the things I had learned here that I didn’t know before, 
and what I knew now that I’d forget by the time I wrote this (approximately ten months later). 

I thought back to only a day before, when I attempted to get myself to the bus station. With 
my book of city maps in my pocket, I carefully executed the route to city station where I was to 
find the Andesmar terminal. I always had an idea what to expect when going to new places in 
Buenos Aires, but typically they were nothing like the reality. The bus station was a behemoth of 
concrete near the business district. Congested with buses choking out fumes, there was a general 
haze about the entire complex as I got out of the cab. From the experiences of others, I knew to 
refuse the man offering to take my bag at the curb if I ever wanted to see it again, so I awkwardly 
hoisted a backpack onto my back and stomach. I shuffled into the terminal, with no idea where the 
bus was. Eyes heavy from lack of sleep, I looked forward to the long ride and good nap ahead. 

I kicked myself for being awake at this hour. I knew once we reached Santiago, there 
wouldn’t be much sleep. What sleep I had this 10-day break was reserved for the 68 hours I had 
booked in bus tickets. I felt that familiar pressure again, that feeling that I’d miss something 
amazing the second I shut my eyes. While life was leisurely in South America, I didn’t have the 
privilege to be lazy. There was so much to see and do; I knew I wouldn’t sleep again until the end 
of my three days here when I took another bus to Mendoza. Wine country. I felt relief when I saw 
the deep velvet sky tinged with the faintest pink on the horizon. With no lights on the twisted road, 
I had no idea where we were. Besides, sitting alone watching the sunrise is certainly less depressing 
than sitting in the dark alone. 

The pink of the rising sun seeped into the dusty landscape of the Andes, reminding me of 
the interior of a ripened grapefruit, deepening into a warm brown as the sun ascended. 
Innumerable shades of bronze covered the dusty landscape, never before had I thought a dusty 
dirt so beautiful. Both sides of the bus offered panoramic views of the mountains engulfing us, 
consuming the bus. The earth was smooth below us, but the mountain walls were jagged, crags that 
stuck out in obscene directions. I craned my neck to see the peaks above, as we wound up the 
mountain in a fashion I’d previously thought was impossible. 

The roads were like something out of the mind of Dr. Seuss, curving and swerving to 
accommodate the mountains we passed through. The bus precariously weaved up and around, 
and one glance down made me nervous that we’d drive right off the road. I thought about those 
who came before me on this road, those who made it. I felt I was touching something unknowable; 
the road below me fashioned from tar, only a couple years old—the mountains around me eternal.  
All at once, a sense of dread and anxiety pounced. See, I have this theory in life that when it comes 
to indescribably beautiful things, when I see something wonderful, my next reaction is to be 
terrified, from the beautiful vista on the beach to the Andes Mountains, I lose my breath. The 
postcard view, as I call it, is fleeting. When I am actually standing at a place like this, looking at a 
view reserved for postcards and travel brochures, I immediately feel like I need to develop a 
photographic memory. There’s an attempt to stay in the moment, to enjoy what I am seeing, but 
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my overworked brain won’t let it be. People ask me, “Why not take a photograph?” Because 
photographs lie—when you see the picture you took just days before, everything seems a bit 
smaller, a little dingier. 

Sometimes I think life should have no flash photography allowed, like the classic oil 
paintings we preserve in foreign museums. I was once at a show where the artist demanded the 
audience stop taking pictures of him. “Put your cameras down and enjoy the show,” he said before 
he began playing. With my eye in the viewfinder or gaze fixed on the screen, I’m one step 
removed from the moment itself. I get too worried about how I can experience the moment after it 
happened, rather than trying to experience the moment while it happens. After all, I used to 
reason, did I really experience it if I can’t prove it to others? 

Everything changed when I saw the light melting onto the mountain range. I knew at my 
core that there was no way a photo could capture the landscape paired with the feelings I had at 
the time. So I took a pen to paper and wrote instead. Now, I explain to friends and relatives, “You 
just had to be there.” Nothing does a postcard moment justice. In the end, it’s a selfish moment for 
me. I can describe the view all I want, I can take hundreds of pictures, but you won’t feel just the 
way I did when I looked at those mountains. I feel the sense of privilege that I am seeing this with 
my own eyes. There’s also a sense of sadness, the understanding that I will more than likely never 
see this view again. A year later, my boyfriend looked at me with a vague sense of horror as I 
sobbed at the view from a peak in Whistler. Snow covered or bone dry, there’s something about 
these views that make me incredibly emotional. The postcard view is humbling, reserved for 
nature, the everlasting mountains or constantly moving sea. I understand that I am only seeing an 
infinitesimal moment of their existence. Overall, the postcard moment is a bittersweet mixture of 
gratitude, heartbreak, and awe. I drink it all in, like I am chugging the view from a bottomless cup. 

A photo couldn’t capture the exhausted movements of the indigenous people as they made 
up their roadside stands just after sunrise. They sold overripe fruits and bottled water to whoever 
stopped. But whoever stopped? This I thought to myself while watching a woman, her face lined 
with age, hoist a child onto her back. The stand was constructed of corrugated metal and crooked 
tree branches. What was her life like, living in landscape? A photo couldn’t capture the driver 
down on the first level wiping sweat from his brow as a he navigated the hairpin turns of the 
switchback; he’d been up most of the night and was near the end of his shift, pushing himself to 
stay alert for these last few hours. In a photo, you wouldn’t notice the dust that lightly coats 
everything in the range. 

A soft grunt erupted next to me—Maggie was awake. One look out the window, and I could 
hear her rustling through her knapsack to find her camera. Exclamations rang out around me, as 
other students woke up to the view. The electronic clicks of digital cameras rang out throughout 
the bus as everyone tried desperately to capture the moment. I sat back. The moment had passed. 
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Amaranth Prize for Poetry, Fifth Place 

Kevin Wenger 

Home from the Hospital 

After the pneumonia, my father 
insisted on driving himself 
home and with pillow in hand 
 
opened the door to his surprise 
fortieth birthday party. He sat 
for a moment, chest still 
 
shuddering, greeting friends, 
until finally lumbering up 
confettied steps to retire early. 
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Kara Falcone 

Enough is Enough 

The soft glow of the Boston sunrise shines in through the small plane window. Outside, the 
grounds crew hustles and bustles like a swarm of worker bees in their blinding neon yellow jackets 
and earmuffs. The jet way folds up like an accordion as our flight attendant’s overly chipper voice 
comes onto the loud speakers. 

“Gooooood morning passengers!! Please buckle your seatbelts and prepare for take-off. 
Direct your attention to the front of the plane and pay careful attention to our safety instructions. 
Then you can sit back, relax, and enjoooooy the ride!” 

“Ugh. She is way too awake for 5 am,” my husband grumbles to me. 

He’s always complaining about something. Work. The kids. The dog. The weather. His 
golf game. Me. 

“Shh we’re going on vacation. We’re supposed to relax, remember?” 

We ignore the flight attendant while her platinum blond hair bobs up and down as she 
explains the proper way to use a seat as a life preserver. As if. The roar of the engine from the back 
of the plane becomes audible to us up here in first class. 

“Now please return your seats to their upright positions, and turn off all electronics until 
the captain tells us we have reached a proper altitude.” 

Andy, as always, ignores the instructions to turn off his precious iPad. God forbid he goes a 
single second without skimming through the always-riveting Golf World. 

“Excuse me sir, I’m going to have to ask you to turn that off.” 

“Jennifer, what a beautiful name. And a beautiful face to go with it. Don’t you think I could 
leave it on? It’s just an eBook. It doesn’t use any service or anything.” 

Jennifer straightens her stiff blue blazer-pencil skirt ensemble and brushes her bangs to the 
side. She hardens her gaze on my husband, glances at me, and turns back to him. 

“Sir, if I let you do it I would have to let the whole plane do it. Not to mention it’s against 
the law. Turn it off.” 

Andy glares at the back of her head as her black patent leather pumps stamp away from us 
down the aisle. 

“Ouch. Guess Jennifer’s not so chipper anymore,” I suppress a giggle. 

Andy cracks a smile back at me. “One of these times that’s gonna work.” 

And just like that, he’s in a good mood again. We always knew how to cheer each other up. 
Ever since college, me and him. Makin’ each other laugh since ’86. The dark blue Massachusetts 
Bay disappears below us and fluffy white clouds appear in its place. We’re off. 
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*** 

We wake up to the beautiful Miami sunshine blinding us through that same window that 
had shown the frigid Boston dawn just a few hours earlier. A feeling of excitement washed over 
me, but a scary tone of uneasiness accompanied it. I had that feeling, that feeling when you know 
you forgot something at home. Oh well, can’t be anything I can’t buy in South Beach. Oh great, 
Jennifer is walking toward the phone to come on the loud speakers again. 

“Welcome to Miami, Florida everyone!!! The temperature here is a balmy 86 degrees and 
there is light breeze coming from the Southwest. Thank you for flying with us this morning, we 
appreciate each and every one of your business. Whether this is home or a destination, we hope 
you enjoy your stay here in beautiful South Beach! Please remain in your seats until the plane has 
come to a complete stop and the captain has turned off the fasten-seatbelt sign. Thank you again. 
See you next time!” 

Later, we head to a Cuban restaurant recommended to us by the concierge at our hotel for 
dinner. Andy loves spicy foods, so we have to try it. Some things just aren’t worth an argument, I’ve 
learned. We enjoy our meals and head back to the hotel. He has an early tee-time so no bars for 
us tonight. I’m becoming so sick of this routine. Even when we’re on vacation, there’s no 
excitement. No thrill. No zest for life. 

“You’re sure you don’t mind just hitting the hay, honey?” 

“Oh sure, no problem at all. I know how you play when you’re tired.” 

He can tell I’m lying but ignores my tone. Not worth an argument. 

The next morning, I wake up and he is gone. Off on the course, playing with strangers 
rather than spending time with me on our 20th anniversary trip. Oh well. I pack up my beach bag, 
scribble a note, and head downstairs, iced coffee in hand. The beautiful white sand is a refreshing 
sight, a lot better than the white snow at home. In the distance, the bright blue water shines and 
sparkles. Like our marriage used to. 

*** 

I don’t know how many hours have passed, but I am getting worried. Usually he at least 
checks-in when he’s back. Is he playing 36 today? I can’t remember what he told me at dinner. I 
wasn’t really paying attention. I try his cell. No answer. I try again an hour later. No answer. Now 
I’m actually worried; that thing is glued to his hand at all times. I head up to the room to see if 
maybe he’s decided to take a nap. 

The room is dark, blinds closed, and a horrible stench fills the air. 

“Andy? Honey, are you in here,” I call shakily. What’s going on? 

I hear a sound from the bathroom, and notice for the first time the light coming through 
the crack at the bottom of the door. 

“Honey? Are you in there?” I knock on the door. 
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There’s that sound again. He’s getting sick. How long has he been in here? What’s going 
on? 

“Andy, please answer me. Are you okay?” 

Still no answer, and there’s that sound again. I jiggle the knob, but it’s locked. I’m starting 
to panic. Why isn’t he answering me? The sound again. Why won’t he answer? I frantically search 
the room for something to pick the lock with. A toothbrush. A bathing suit. Golf World. The 
room service menu. Sunglasses. Nothing. Aha! A bobby pin. Perfect. I finally work the knob open 
and hear the gratifying click of the lock. I gently turn the handle and enter the bathroom. My 
husband, the most handsome man I have ever seen, has never looked so weak. So vulnerable. He 
is curled up on the bathroom floor, gray-haired head in the toilet. Still in his golf clothes, white 
glove poking out of his left pocket. Tee poking out of the right one. 

“Andy, honey, what the hell is going on?” 

He turns around and glances at me. I have never seen him look this way. The only times 
I’ve ever seen him cry is when Tiger won his first Master’s and when Sara was born. I can’t even 
recall seeing him sick with anything more serious than a cold. He’s the strong one. He’s the one 
who holds this together. He’s the one who takes care of me. 

“I don’t know what’s going on. I feel like shit,” he whispers as he turns his head back into 
the porcelain hellhole. 

“When did you start feeling this way? When did you get back from golf?” 

No answer. Story of my life. No one ever listens to me. No one answers my questions. Not 
him, or the kids, or the other ladies at P.T.A. I shake my head. This shouldn’t be about me; this 
should be about him. He deserves to be taken care of for once. Right? I walk out of the bathroom 
to get his pajamas for him, and open the windows wide. The stench really is awful. The warm 
Miami breeze blows in through the window and reminds me that we should be on the beach right 
now, sipping piña coladas and reminiscing over the last twenty years. But instead, my husband has 
his head in the toilet and I get to play nurse. Great. 

The day goes on and he still has not left the bathroom. I am helpless, I don’t know what to 
do or if he even wants me to do anything. Finally, hours later, he emerges. He looks like death. My 
striking husband is almost unrecognizable. The dark brown eyes that can charm almost anyone are 
empty and sad. The silver-gray hair is ruffled and greasy. His beer gut left over from one too many 
nights at Louie’s is more prominent than usual, and he needs to lean on the wall for support while 
he walks. I have never seen anyone look so genuinely miserable in my life, and I have never seen 
him look so…so… unhealthy. 

“I’m so sorry Kar, I really am. You go out there, get a tan, get a manicure. You can leave 
me I’ll be fine.” 

“No honey I’m not going to just leave you here. Can I get you anything? Water? 
Gingerale? Toast? Anything?” 

“No, I think I just need to get some sleep. I’m exhausted all of a sudden.” 
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He gingerly sits down on the bed, as if he is made of glass. With each movement, he 
grimaces and makes a small grunt. Wow. He is really in pain. What is wrong with him? 

“Do you think its food poisoning?” 

“Maybe, I don’t know. I was on the eighth tee box, two under par, and all of a sudden I 
couldn’t even stand up. I thought it was dehydration, but this is more than that.” 

“Well, just get some sleep okay? You’ll feel better when you wake up. You just needed to 
get it out of your system.” 

“Okay. Thanks honey, you’re probably right.” He closes his eyes and within moments he is 
snoring. 

*** 

A week later, we are at the doctor’s office. The brisk Boston air whooshes in as we enter 
the revolving door. Andy walks gingerly, as he has been ever since that morning in Miami. 

“Hi, we have an appointment. Last name’s Varano,” I say through the glass window. 

“Sure, head up to the fourth floor and Dr. Thompson will be right with you.” 

Everyone in the waiting room is old. A lot older than us. And they look sick. Not like, I 
have a tummy ache sick, but sick. The soft pink walls and plastic covered chairs are pleasantly 
terrifying. Finally, we are called in. 

“So, Andy, you haven’t been feeling too good?” 

“No, he hasn’t been feeling good. He’s been feeling like shit. Cut to the chase doc.” 

“Shh, honey, he’s trying to help me.” 

“Excuse me, Mrs. Varano, I know this has been a tough time for you, but I can assure you 
your husband is in good hands. Just take a deep breath and let me ask him some questions.” 

“Fine,” I snap. I don’t know what is wrong with me lately. 

Andy tells him his symptoms, what happened in Miami, how he hasn’t been feeling better, 
yadda yadda. I impatiently wait while he gets blood tests, CT Scans, MRIs, galore. Finally, the 
doctor comes back into the room with my husband. 

“Unfortunately, this is not just a stomach bug. What you two thought was food poisoning in 
Miami turns out to be a lot more serious than that. Mr. Varano, you may want to sit down.” 

Andy sits down next to me on the stiff plastic bench and grips my hand. The lump in my 
throat is growing considerably larger as the doctor gives us a pity stare. He puts down his clipboard, 
and looks my husband directly in the eye. 

“You have colon cancer.” 

*** 
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The blasting hot air of the oven hits me in the face like a bus. I place the chicken on the 
rack and slam it shut. Andy is sitting on the couch watching Sports Center. It’s too loud, as always. 
I look at him. 

“Now?” 

“Sure.” 

“Kids! Can you come downstairs? Your father and I need to talk to you about something!” 

The sounds of feet padding through the hallway bring tears to my eyes. They will never 
walk that way again, so light, so hopeful, so naïve, not a care in the world. They walk into the 
kitchen, looks of fear in their eyes. 

“What’d we do?” Meg questions. 

“Nothing, sweetie, your father and I have something to tell you guys.” 

“You know how we said I got food poisoning in Miami a couple weeks ago? Well… turns 
out its not food poisoning. It’s colon cancer.” 

“What?!?!” the chorus remarks. 

“We didn’t tell you guys sooner because we wanted to be sure. But we are sure, and we 
need to prepare as a family now. There are going to be a lot of responsibilities put on you guys, 
and your father and I are not going to be around as much.” 

“Are you going to die?” Jay’s trembling preteen boy asks as his voice cracks. 

“No honey, of course not! We caught it early enough so it will just take some surgery and 
chemotherapy to beat it but then I will be fine.” 

“We’re gonna be fine, JayJay,” Sara mutters, rubbing his back, always babying him. 

The room seems too small. The walls are too white. The rug is too brown. The couches 
too comfy. Nothing is right. I need to leave. I need to get out of here. This whole situation is 
fucked up. He’s too young. Too healthy. Too active. I stand up and walk away. 

“Karen? Where are you going?” 

“Mom?” 

“Mommy? Are you leaving?” 

“Mom?!” 

“Karen, honey? What’s going on?” 

I ignore them. I can’t listen to them. I can’t do this. I can’t take care of him. Not like this. 
The chemo and the surgery and the sickness and the baldness. It’s too much. I’m not strong 
enough. Our marriage is not strong enough. He’s the strong one. He’s the one who’s supposed to 
take care of us. I grab my keys from the cold marble countertop and walk out the door.  It doesn’t 
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matter where I’m going. Nothing matters. All I know is I can’t be in that damn house anymore. I 
can’t see him like that. They can’t see me like this. So I drive. I drive for hours and the only thing I 
see is the image of him in his golf clothes on the floor of that hotel bathroom. 
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Andrew Brice 

My Sidewalk on an Evening in Early Winter 

When the sun disappears, 
slowly sinking into its wintery cocoon, 
causing the days to shorten 
and the nights to linger 
with a tangible gloom 
that is harshened by the bitter air, 
the sidewalk outside my house, 
with its frozen cement 
and its powdery coating of snow 
that shrouds the weeds yearning to escape, 
cracks in the cold, 
and hits the feet of those 
brave enough to trample upon it, 
stinging each step 
with a frosty thorn. 
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Michael Lloyd 

The Mechanic’s Lament 

Compressors and tanks and hoses and seals 
breath life to sockets and scratched spinning wheels. 
In cat litter crumbs lay grease-coated coils, 
devoid of purpose when men ceased to toil. 
 
Palettes on palettes in corners retired, 
stripped fuses and wire, their copper admired, 
but no man, no bug, no rodent, or flea 
dare take a dip in this chemical sea. 
 
Glue spouts harden and the lights lose their shine, 
spent ether floats on a thick diesel brine 
while a man dies alone, home in his bed, 
poison traces of the pit in his head. 
 
Compressors and tanks and hoses and reels 
breath life to sockets an scratched spinning wheels 
of the man, 

soaked through, like high-treated wood 
lost his job and	  life,	  as	  best	  as	  he	  could.	  
Frames without pictures in corners retired, 
no use to a working man undesired. 
No woman, no child, no parent, no kin 
to comfort his soul from venom within. 
 
Mucus hardens and his eyes lose their shine. 
Last breaths escape unto aether sublime, 
when a man dies alone, home in his bed, 
poison traces of the pit in his head. 
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Kevin Wenger 

Household Products 

Nick swallowed mouthwash. No one was around to say, “Don't do that.” His dad was on 
the couch in the other room. His dad didn't talk much. Nick swallowed mouthwash. 

Nick fidgeted with his sheets. This was something to do: get all the big creases out of the 
sheets. He started with the comforter, pulling that tight, then he ripped it off the bed and started 
stretching the bed sheet tight. Wrapping it under. Then he put the comforter back on top of the 
bed and stretched it tight again. Nick's father was missing a leg. He had it amputated. They gave 
him medication for the pain. Nick's dad was laying on the couch in the other room. 

Nick swallowed mouthwash again. There was no one in his bedroom to say “Don't do 
that.” There was no one in his bathroom either. Nick went to the bathroom and sneezed. He 
grabbed the Lysol and sprayed the air watching the particulate disappear. He flushed the toilet, 
then scrubbed a shit stain out with the toilet brush, then flushed the toilet again. He turned off the 
lights, then turned them back on, sprayed Lysol one more time, breathed in, and then turned the 
lights off. 

There was no one in Nick's kitchen. There were four rooms in Nick's house. The living 
room was between the kitchen and the bathroom. Nick's dad was asleep on the couch in the living 
room. Nick went to the kitchen and took a glass off the counter. There was a bit of wine in it, and 
Nick tried to drink it but it stayed stuck to the bottom. He licked a finger and wiped the red stain 
out of the bottom and onto his gums. Nick's dad grunted and his head slid down from the armrest 
onto the cushion. Meanwhile, in the kitchen, Nick washed glasses. First he licked his finger and 
wiped the residue out and onto his gums, then he put the glasses under hot water and, with a soapy 
sponge, washed them. Nick had monogrammed dishtowels. They were a wedding gift. Nick didn't 
remember who got him the dishtowels. Nick's dad gave him a solid five gram block of sticky black 
hash on his wedding day. Nick used the dishtowels to dry the cups and put them back in the 
cabinet. The dishtowels were a wedding gift. Nick was no longer married. 

The sink didn't have any more dishes in it, but the sink had a light brown film on the 
bottom. Nick grabbed the sponge and went from the kitchen to the bathroom. Nick's dad was 
drooling a bit. There was a bit of Nick's dad's drool on the couch. Nick was in the bathroom now. 
He grabbed the surface cleaner. On the top of the can there was a smattering of white powder. He 
dried his pinky, dabbed it in the white powder, stuck his pinky under a nostril and snorted. Nick's 
eyes started to water. He swallowed mouthwash. No one was around to tell him, “Don't do that.” 
Nick's dad was sleeping on the couch in the other room. 

Nick held the mouthwash and surface cleaner under his arms and took them to the 
kitchen. Nick's dad was on the couch drooling. Nick's nose was bleeding. Nick dumped the surface 
cleaner into the sink and a few drops of blood fell from his nose and landed in the white powder in 
the sink. He scrubbed the sink with the sponge then ran the water for a second. Blood dripped 
from Nick's nose into the sink. Behind Nick, on the wall in the kitchen, was a photo of him and his 
wife on their wedding day. The photo was of Nick and his wife standing in the doorway of the 
apartment they had lived in. Nick's wife no longer lived in the apartment. Nick still lived in the 
apartment, and Nick's dad slept on the couch in the other room. 
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Nick stopped scrubbing and went into the living room. He stood in the living room, and 
looked at his dad passed out on the couch, drooling on the couch. Nick held the household 
products under his arms. Back when Nick's dad had both of his legs, he used to hold Nick and his 
older brother under his arms and swing them in circles. One time, he dropped them. Nick set the 
household products on the table by the chair in the living room that was across from his father. 
Nick sat down in the chair and looked at his father. He remembered something his father had said 
to him once, and he got up and went into the kitchen and got a clean empty glass from the cabinet. 
Nick sat in the corner of the living room, nose bleeding, thinking of the thing his father had told 
him that one time. Nick poured mouthwash into the empty glass, and then Nick sat swallowing 
mouthwash. No one was there to tell him, “Don't do that.”  
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